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PREFACE

The first public school system in the United States to

offer music as a part of the regular curriculum was Boston, Mass.

in the year 1838. Within twenty years, the practice had generally

spread across the nation so that by 186(1, many schools offered

some music instruction in all, grades. This situation has remained

relatively stable, and, to the present time, music is commonly

taught in most schools.

While the majority of schools have continued to provide

time in the schedule for music classes, the place of music in the

curriculum has never been secure. Through the decades, opponents

have maintained that music was a "frill," a pleasant pasttime, useful.

primarily for recreation or to provide a break in the school day.

Others, while conceding that music was "important" to the overall

development of children, insisted that it be regarded as "extra-

curricular," thus attaching a second class status to it.

This failure to clearly establish music as a worthwhile

school subject has led to many abuses. Administrators have often

been satisfied to fill music teacher vacancies with people, who were

perhaps competent musicians, but who were inadequately prepared to

teach elementary age children. In some situations, classes were

hell in gymnasiums, lunchrooms, and other less than satisfactory

areas. In still others, equipment was make-shiCt, or obsolete.
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Fortunotply, progross hos !won mink. in rpeent yonrs, and ounlinups

to be made, toward the elimination or these and other dol iciencios.

In many instances, however, the ottitudc of school administrators,

as well as that of a large segment of the public in general, has

remained adement. Music is still regarded by sonic as "nice but

not essential;" "beneficial but not important."

This lethargy on the part of so many has been a subject of

deep concern to music educators for many years, but only within

the past decade has it become of primary importance. The reason

for this change is the ever increasing tax demands of education

combined with a growing reluctance on the part of the tax -payoff to

provide the funds requested. The result has been the necessity

for finding areas in which costs can be substantially reduced.

It follows that the most logical places to cut-back or eliminate

are to be found among those subjects considered to be least important

in the education of children. As of now, a prime target is public

school. music.

The question thus arises, alter more than 130 years or music

instruction in our schools, why do so many 'people fait to see its

value for the children of today? There is no simple answer. It

is obvious, however, that by far the largest share of the credit

(or the blame) is directly due the public school music teacher. An

alarmingly substantial segment of the music teaching profession is
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unable to answer when asked what valnes music holds For the children

in their classes. Many others repeat such time-worn phrases as

"music builds character, it teaches children to work together, it

improves posture, maintains health, keeps them off the streets."

or, "it develops citizenship." Still others assert that the music

program teaches children to "love" music. If the latter Ls true,

then the logical conclusion is that we have failed, if one may judge

by the amount of interest displayed by the public in the kind or

music taught in most of our schools.

Any valid arguement for a public school music program must

be based primarily on the music itself. In short, the value of

music is music. This, of course, is not sufficiently convincing

for the typical layman. He demands more specific information.

Probably the most apparent value of music instruction (the

one which is most easily recognized) is in the realm or the voeattonal.

For some students, music is a form of vocational training just us

much as agriculture, shop, home economics, typing, and similar subjects

are for others. These students will go on to become professional

musicians, teachers, ministers of music, or one of the fifty other

musically oriented vocations listed by the U.S.Department of Labor.

For these people, music is a vocation - a professional career. For

hosts of others, who may sing in church choirs, play Saturday night

dances, or otherwise participate occasionally in music activities.

it serves as an avocation.
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But what of the large majority or students passing through

our schools who may never actively participate in musie during

their adult Lives? What value does our public school music program

hold For them?

The primary bencrit For these students, as has been often

stated, is the development of esthetic judgment. Anthor, pprhaps

overworked, term for this is music appreciation. Appreciation

should not be confused with liking music. It is quite possible

to fully appreciate a musical selection without liking it.

Appreciation is, rather, an ability to make intelligent decisions

regarding the musical values of all types of music. There is

good and bad in all music, whether it be rock, jazz, country, or

serious. If music is to be any more than a mere contributor b

the general noise level in the background of our lives, children

must be taught to make value judgments concerning the music to which

they wish to listen.

The development of this ability depends to a large extent

on the amount of knowledge and understanding of music which the

student is able to acquire in school. One usually has more under-

standing of that with which he has had the most experience and, in

like manner, he most often appreciates that about which he has the

most kpowledge. Thus, it behooves the music teacher to provide

the maximum experience possible with all types of music and to

enlarge the individual's knowledge and understanding of music in

general. It goes without saying that a person who possesses
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extensive experience with various kinds of musicialong with some

ability to manipulate the tools or music (that is , read and write)

is far better equipped to make intelligent musical judgments than

those persons who lack these attributes.

A second value the music program holds for all students is

in the cultural area. Our American cult-ure consists of n

combination of elements derived from the cultures or other peoples

plus many features developed indigenously. Probably one of the

most "American" facets of our musical culture is jazz: a combination

of European harmonies and African rhythm patterns, developed and

refined by American musicians from the late 19th century to the

present. In addition to the several kinds of music which have

emerged from within the U.S. culture, that music which was a part

of the various cultures from which our citizens emigrated (much or

which is still in use and therefore forms a part of the total U.S.

culture) should be a part of our public school program. The

latter includes both serious and folk music from the various peoples

of Europe, Asia, Africa, and America.

A school music program which develops the esthetic judgment

of the student; awakens him to the cultural hcritege or his nation

and the people who live in it; and provides sufficient background

knowledge and skills of a specific nature to allow him to intelligently

select, or reject, music as an avocational or vocational pursuit, is

indeed, a valuable asset to the community. A program such as this

must necessarily be an integral part of the school curriculum!
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PART ONE: INTRODUCTION

An area receiving consi.derabl.e emphasis today is early

childhood education. Within the past decade, educators have

become increasingly aware of the necessity for beginning Flrmal

instruction at an age earlier than that at which the child normally

enters elementary school. This awareness has resulted in the

establishment of numerous early childhood education programs to

replace "nursery" schools and "play" schools.

The idea of beginning music instruction at an early age

is not new to music educators. Over the past quarter century,

leading music educators such as Carl Orff, Zoltan Kodgly, Sinichi

Suzuki, and others, have advocated starting music instruction as

early as possible. While the early childhood concept is eertL,;nly

not new, there is still much to iJe '.earned in tllis area. The

initial singing abilities of young children, their developmental

characteristics, types of materials needed, and the most effective

techniques for preschool use are just some of the areas about which

more information is needed.

Purpose of the Study

There are two activities which are basic to any effective

preschool music program. The first, generally described as the

listening program, consists of providing experiences for the children
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with types of music Which tln.y are able to reproduce Li

Music requiring instriunenbi the children cannot play, styolized

performances, or music encompassing a wider range thdn the children

are capable of singing would be included in this category. The

second is sometimes termed ?reading readiness? and involves

participation in musical activities of a progressively more difficult

nature designed to lead the children toward music Literacy. This

music, which the children produce in the classroom themselves also

includes several aspects, probably the most fundamental of which

is singing. In order to develop the ability to read and write music.

the child must first be taught to hear, identify, and reproduce it

with accuracy. Classroom singing is the most logical, medium, although

by all means not the only one, for this reproduction.

The overall purpose of this study was the investigatioD of

the singing abilities of kindergarten and first grade children.

Specifically, information was sought concerning the following:

(1) The maximum singing range of preschool children

compared to that of first grade children.

(2) The range within which accurate singing could be

expected from the majority of kindergarten and First

grade children.

(3) The relml-ive case with which most children hear and

vocally reproduce comparable major and minor melodies.

(0 The developmental stages in musical growth evidenced

by kindergarten and first grade children.

14-L.
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Related Research

The vocal singing range of children has been invesLigaLed

on a number of occasions. As early as 1909, hitzmann-1' lateau

reported the singing range of three, four, and five year olds to

be e to a'. Later, in 1920, Froschels found that Four year olds

sang from middle c to g# and five year olds from middle c to a'.

One of the earlier American investigations of this type was
(2)

that of Jersild and Bienstock (1931). These investigators

tested an initial sample of 48 children ranging in age from 31. to

48 months. They found that the maximum range of this group'included

eleven diatonic tones from middle c to f'. However, only six of

these, ranging from middle c to a', were reproduced by Forty percent

or more of the children. Various investigators have reaffirmed

this range as being the most commonly produced, with accuraey, by

young children.

A recent study, employing a sample of 12R preschool children

from advantaged and disdavantaged environments indicated that the

accurate singing range of these children centered on first space f

(3)
and extended upward no farther than g#. Many textbook writers

have also quoted initial singing ranges For young children, usually

based on their research, experience, or both. Among these are
(5) (6)

Smith , c to a'; Garretson , (e to b') ; Nye & Nye , (c to a'); and
(7)

Gordon , (d to a'). On the basis of these several sources. it may

be generalized that the vocal, singing range of most preschool children



lies in the area of middle c to a' above. Illustration (ha'

sumnarizcs these findings.

One of the stated purposes of this investigation was to

obtain information relative to the facility displayed by children

in singing comparable major and minor. melodies. This portion nr

the study was prompted by information derived from a previous study.

In that study, the Hill Primary Music Ability Test was employed to

determine the music achievement of preschool children. Section Two

of the Hill test contained ten tonal patterns. Or these, three

major patterns were identical to three corresponding minor patterns,

with the exception of tonality. Results indicated that, in each

instance, more children seemed able to accurately sing the minor

version than the comparable major pattern. These findings led to

the tentative conclusion that "... children may be able to sing

more easily in minor tonalities than in major."

Procedures

The present study was conducted in the cities of Nacogdoches,

(3)

Cushing, and Mt. Enterprise, Texas. A total of two hundred children

were included in the study: one hundred from the.kindergurten level.

and one hundred from the first grade level. Seven schools containing

a total of thirteen classrooms participated. Children from a Wide

variety of home environments ranging from disadvantaged to affluent

were involved.

It was not the original intention of this study to investignte

13



ILLUSTRATION ONE

VOICE RANGE OP PRESCHOOL. CHILDREN
ACCORDING TO SEVEN AUTHORITIES

Pitch

c d. e f g a' b'

Gutzmann-
- Plateau (1909) . e to a'

Froschels (1920) to g#

Jersild-c to a

- Bienstock (1931)

Garretson (1966) e to b'

Nye-Nye (1970) c to

0 :toSmith (1970)

Gordon (1971) d to

a'

a

a'
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children's singing abilities in reference to ethnic origin, however,

the data profiles suggested marked differenees in voire range

characteristics between black and white ehildren. Therviore,

the data for the children employed in the study were classified

according to racial origin, sex, and grade level. This information

is summarized in Illustration Two. No effort was made during the

the testing period to control the numbers within each classification,

thus, the figures shown are as they randomly occurred. Because of

the unequal distribution of the children in the various groupings,

many of the results appearing in later sections are presented in

the form of percentages of the total.

Test Administration Procedures

The criterion test was administered individually to each child.

The examiner introduced the test as a "game" which he would like to

play with the child. The child was also told at the beginning (o-

the test that he or she would receive a candy treat when the test

was completed. This proved to be a strong motivational technique

and there were few incomplete tests.

Each item of the test was played on a song bell set by the

examiner, then sung by the examiner. In this manner the child

had two opportunities to hear the item. The examiner then asked

the child to sing the item. This sequence was repeated for each

item.

The entire test, including the examiner's presentations was



ILLUSTRAT ION TWO

DISTRIBUTION or TIM SAMPLE POPULATION
CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO SEX, RACIAL ORIGIN, AND GRADE

Black

White

Boys

Kg. = 13

1st = 19

Girls

Kg. =

1st = 17

Kg. = 36

1st = 28

Kg. = 35

1st = 36
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recorded on magnetic tape For later evaluation. The children's

best response for each item was recorded and t1n other disregarded.

Testing time varied for each child but usually consumed six to ten

minutes. This time span seemed to function well from the standpoint

of the maturity level of each child and their attention span.

Tests were administered in May of 1971 and tape response

evaluation was accomplished during the following summer.

Description of the Test

A copy of the test, as given, is displayed as Illustration

Three. A total of twenty-three items were included in the test.

The test was constructed in two parts; that designed to measure

total voice range, and that designed to measure singing ability

and tonality preference. The items included within each of the parts

are shown:

Part One - Vocal Singing Range Test

A. (Items 1 through 7) Unfamiliar melodic segments

B. (Item 8) familiar song phrase in key of child's

choice.

C. (Items 21 through 23) Familiar song phrases

in keys of examiner's choice

Part Two - Singing ability and Tonality Preference

A. (Items 9,16,11,18,13,20) Minor melodies

B. (Items 15,10,17,1.2,19,111) Major melodies



ILLUSTRATION TIRE!:

TILE CRITERION TEST

Part I-A

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

part 1-7_13

8.

First phrase of "Old ilacOonald had a rare - key of ch i i d' 5; cho ice

(Presented in F-major, for reference only)



Part II

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

:18.

19.

20.

Part I-C

21. oldArummummammEmmommmm.
4. ,6).

First phrase of "Old MacDonald had a Farm" - Key or E-rlat

'1

First phrase of "Old MacDonald had a Farm" - Key nr I' major

22.

23.

lr
First phrase of "Twinkle twinkle little star" - Key or E-rlat
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Test Rationale

It was desired to begin the test with a melodic segment

most easily sung by the majority or the subjects. The descending

minor third (plus an extra pitch between) was selected. Both Carl

Orff and Zoltan Kodaly, two of the foremost music educators or our

time, have reported the minor third to be the most "singable."
3)

This fact was substantiated by the writer's own research.

The pitch level selected for this item was also determined by the

research mentioned and was within that believed most easily sung

by the majority of children. These pitches are also within the

center of the range described by most authorities as the best

singing tessatura for preschool children. (See Pp. 3-5)

Items two and three were designed to determine the lower .limits

of each child's voice range and extended to b-flat and a respectively.

Item four was included in order to provide an easy melody, again in

the "best" singing range, and to facilitate the transition From the jowPr

range to the upper. Items 5,6, and 7 extended increasingly upward

in pitch and were intended to determine the children's upper singing

limit. The highest pitch in this latter sequence was d'.

Items one through seven, together, required the child to sing

all chromatic tones between a (two Leber lines below the treble staff)

and c' (third space) , plus the whole step to d'. Provided the child

was assisted in every way to reach these pitches, it was assumed

that his maximum possible singing range would be adequately determined.

To respond correctly to items 1-7, the children's musical



perve.ption would have to Innetion to some degree. In order Lo

reduce the influence of this Factor, each child was asked to sim;

item (Old MacDonald) at the pitch levet or his elmivo. In No

instances, the children did not know this song and were allowed

to substitute one of their own choosing, which was "Jingle Bells"

in both cases. A satisfactory response to item 8 could be assumed

to lie near the center of the child's most comfortable pitch range,

and, eliminate the factor of musical perception, since he was not

asked to apprehend a strange melody.

In order to further determine each child's voice range,

items 21 and 22 again required the child to sing the initial phrase

of "Old MacDonald" with the added provision that he start on the

pitch given by the examiner. Item 21 required a beginning pitch

of f which resulted in a total range of c to a'. Item 22 asked

the child to begin on e-flat with a total. range of b-flat to g.

Item 23 asked the child to sing the first line of "Twinkle, twinkle"

beginning on the pitch e-flat. The resulting range in this case

was c-flat (the beginning pitch) up to c7. By requiring the child

to sing at a specified pitch range, a second estimate of the total

voice range resulted. It will be noted that these three tunes

(items 21,22, & 23) encompassed almost the identical range as ilems

one through seven.

Part Two of the test contained twelve items numbered 9 through

20. These melodic segments were constructed in pairs identical in

every respect with the exception one was in minor tonality and the

other in major. The most comfortable singing range, as recommended
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by most authorities, was selected For these items in order to reduce

the effect of any extraneous Factors which might present themselves

due to extremes in pitch. As discussed on page Four, data From a

previous study had supported the tentative assumption that preschool_

children sang more easily in minor tonality than in major. If this

assumption would be born out by subsequent research, it would have

far-reaching ramifications in our elementary programs.

PART TWO: RESULTS

The Child Voice Range

Each child's total possible voice range was determined From

his efforts to sing items one through seven. These items combinfld

all chromatic tones between low a and third space c', plus a whole

step to d'. Although many children were unable to sing all of these

pitches, they were, nevertheless, asked to sing all the items. Each

child was then credited with the pitch he produced regardless of the

pitch of the criterion. In this manner, his possible range was

determined since in most cases the children were producing their

highest and lowest pitches.

The data for this portion of the test are presented in

Illustrations Four, for kindergarten children and Five, for first

graders. In order to determine if there were any differences

between the voices of boys and girls and between the voices of black
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children compared to white, four separate categories are shown in

each iLlustration. In many instances, the children responded

with pitches lower than those in the criterion items, thus, the

table extends to ].ow F, the lowest pitch produced by any of the

children. The heavy black Line in the illustrations delineates

the pitch a, the lower limit of the criterion test.

One of the most obvious differences apparent in the graphs

is that black children, on the whole, seem to have lower pitched

voices than do comparable aged white children. White kindergarten

boys voices ranged to a high of fourth line d' while the voices of

white girls extended to third space el. In contrasts the voices

of black boys extended only to a high of second line OS and black

girls to first space f. On the other hand, while white boys reached

low a, black boys reach low G#. In like manner,12% of the black

girls sang low G, while the lowest pitch produced by white girls

was low a.

A second characteristic observed in kindergarten children

was that black girls apparently had lower voices than black boys

and white girls had lower voices than white boys. Not only did

girls of both races sing lower than the boys but in larger percentages.

For example, low a was produced by 40% of the white girls but by

only 25% of the white boys. Similarly, 74% of the white girls sang

low b-flat compared to just51% of the white boys. Twelve Percent

of the black girls sang low G while none of the black boys reached

this pitch. Low a-flat was produced by 21% of the black girls

but by only 8% of the boys. Just why girls should have lower
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pitched voices than boys is not readily apparent, however, since

girls are more advanced in maturity than boys of the same age, it

is not unusual that their voices should be different.

It will also be observed in Illustration Four that the middle

range pitches were sung by a higher percentage of the white children

than was true with black children. This difference was caused,

in the main, by the individual voice ranges of the children. In

general, the black children had more restricted voice ranges, that

is, they sang fewer total pitches than their white counterparts.

Many black children had ranges of only five tones or less while the

range of the typical white child was from 9 to 12 chromatic tones.

This difference is probably not attributable to racial characteristics.

The black children attending kindergarten in this area were selected

from disadvantaged homes while most of the white children came from

homes possessing comparatively more advantages. This factor of

environment, as has been shown in several studies, is highly correlated

with with initial musical ability and probably accounts for much
(3) (8) (9) (10) (11)

of the observed difference.

The same characteristics, as discussed in regard to kinder-

garten voices were observable in first grade children. Black boys

on the whole sang lower and in greater percentages than did comparable

white boys while black girls for the most part exhibited lower

voices than their white counterparts. White children, on the other

hand, sang considerably higher than comparable black children and,

again due to their more extensive total ranges, a larger percentage
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oC them sang the middle range pitches than was true oF black

children. Girls in general, still sang lower than boys but the

differences were not as marked as they were with kindergarten

children.

The Voice Break

A commonly mentioned phenomenon in young children is the

"voice break." In the pitch vicinity of at or b', many children

are said to experience difficulty in controlling their voices. Above

or below this area seems easier for children to sing. Many writers

recommend the use of song li.terature which leaps over this difficult

region or descends through it until such time as experience and

maturity eliminate the problem. It is considered potentially

harmful to the child voice to persistently employ this area of the

voice. especially through the use of literature which approaches

this area from the tonal regions immediately below. As the

illustrations show, in the region g# to b', fewer children were

able to produce these pitches than was the case with the pitches

above and below.

Although black children seem to be able to sing lower than

white, and white seem to be able to sing higher than black, there

is still a region of common ability. It is doubtless within this

common singing range that most elementary songs should be centered.

For example, 50% of the black kindergarten boys sang in a range of

b to e-flat; 50% of the white kindergarten boys b-flat to f-sharp.
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case of black kindergarten girls, none of the pitches were reproduced

with accuracy by any more than 24% or the group, but their best

range appeared to lie between a and the c# above. It should be

emphasized that the lower limit of the test extended to only a and

since black children, in general, seem to have lower voices, it may

well be that, had the test included pitches down to ].ow F, the

accurate range of black children might have proved to be more

extensive.

The overall conclusion from these data is that, when accurate

singing is the objective, teachers would be better advised to select

songs of limited range and pitch them so the tessatura of each song

remained below the range of the treble staff. If, on the other

hand, voice range development was the objective, songs which

contained higher pitches would be appropriate.

In the case of first grade children, the lower range also

appears to be the area within which the most accurate singing is

accomplished. For black first grade boys, this range appeared to

be low a to the c-sharp above; for black first grade girls, from

low a to d. For white first grade boys, the range of accuracy

was between low a and f-sharp and for white first grade girls, from

low a to e. As with kindergarten children, it appeared that the

most accurate singing would be possible immediately below the

treble staff.

As stated, black children's voices seem to be centered

noticably lower than comparable aged white children. Another

phenomenon occurred which further substantiates this thinking.

4r) e,
Ufa;
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Many of the first grade black children, although unable to

accurately sing the criterion pitch, as presented, were able to

sing the same melody an octave lower. This happened with sufficient

frequency to discount the possibility that it was due solely to

chance. A substantial number of

all of items 5,6, and 7 an octave

resulted in their singing some of

sung in items 1 through 4. This

since, in order to sing the upper

type voice was often necessary.

these children preferred to sing

lower than presented, which

the same pitches that they had

appeared to be desirable for many

pitches of the test, a falsetto

The children who tried this

technique were obviously unaccustomed to using their falsetto

voices and felt uncomfortable in doing so. In addition, due to

the lack of control, accuracy was much less than when they used

their natural voices.

that greater accuracy

if the songs employed

their natural singing

The implications of these data suggest

might result in the singing of black children

were pitched within a range more suitable for

voices.

Voice range - Preferred Keys

In order to respond satisfactorily to items 1 through 7, it

was necessary for the children to have ,-,ome ability for musical

perception. The item was played on a song bell set and sung to

each child, but, to respond properly, it was necessary for him to

hear the item correctly and then to be able to reproduce it vocally

at the correct pitch level. Since inaccurate perception could
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influence the results of this test, a second series of itvs was

employed which involved less listening proficiency. A Familiar

song was selected ("Old MacDonald had a Farm") and each child was

asked to sing the first line at the pitch level of his choice.

This segment of the "MacDonald" melody contained a total range of

a minor sixth, extending a major third above the starting pitch

and a perfect fourth below. In most instances, the children

began singing in keys suitable to their voice range. In a few

cases, some children began too lbw for the bottom limits of their

voice range, but only rarely did anyone start higher than they

could manage the tune. Due to the restricted voice ranges of

several of the subjects, as pointed out in previous sections, some

of the intervals in this melodic segment were compressed, that is,

rather than going down a full fourth, or up a major third, the

children would substitute smaller intervals which they could sing

for those that were out of their voice range. This, of course,

is what happens in music classes where songs are employed which

have a range' which is too large for the voices of the children.

Persistent employment of songs such as these will lead to intonation

problems due to the child becoming accustomed to the sound of out-

of-tune singing. When this happens, the problem is infinitely

more difficult to correct.

The data for this portion of the test are displayed in

Illustration Eight.
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ILLUSTRATION EIGHT

KEY AREAS PREFERRED BY KINDERGARTEN AND
FIRST GRADE CHILDREN

Key Areas *

A &
lower

By to
C

DD
to Eb

E to
F#

G

to A
Li- oe -

higher

Kindergarten

Black Boys .25 .37 .37 - - -

White Boys - .33 .54 .12 - -

Black Girls - .55 .45 - - -

White Girls - .13 .60 .27 - -

First Grade

Black Boys - .63 .27 .10 - -

White Boys .04 .38 .42 .08 .08 -

Black Girls .07 .76 - .14 - -

White Girls - .28 .62 .09 - -

* Figures represent percentages of the total group.
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It can be seen that black kindergarten boys equally preferred the

key areas of fl -flat to C rind. D-Flat to E-flat. Blnek girls at

this level, seemed to prefer thv stunk o kvy hvont4 with n HI i };lil

majority favoring the B-flat to C level. This information agrees

with that presented in earlier sections which indicated that black

girls had somewhat lower voices than black boys. White children

of both sexes seemed to favor the pitch level represented by the

D-flat to E-flat key areas.

With first grade children, there appeared to be a decided

preference for the B-flat to C key area in all black children while

majority of white girls selected the D-flat to E-flat areas. White

boys, following a tendency seen with white kindergarten boys, were

about equally divided between the areas of B-flat to C and D-flat

to E-flat.

Voice Range - Prescribed Keys

Since it was possible for children to start at a pitch lower,

or higher, than they could successfully sing the entire "MacDonald"

segment, still another series of items was administered. This

time the children were asked to sing the same "MacDonald" segment

but in a key prescribed by the examiner. They were first asked

to sing, starting on the pitch f, which required a range of middle

c up to second space a'. Following this, they were asked to sing

the same segment again in E-flat, with a resulting total range of

b-flat to g. A third performance was requested to complete the
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series: "Twinkle twinkle little star" in E-flat, requiring a total

range of c-flat to third space c'. After all three segments wore

completed, a rating of "1" was assigned to the key which appeared

to be best suited for the child's range, "2" to his next best, and

"3" to the one least suited to his vocal abilities. The data for

these items are shown in Illustration Nine.

As can be seen, the "MacDonald" segment in E -fiat (the

lowest pitched of the three) was the best suited for all black

children. The "Twinkle" segment was the least suited to these

children in all cases. White children were not as clearly

divided but a substantial majority of them seemed to perform best

on the "MacDonald" segment in E-flat and least satisfactorily on

the "Twinkle" segment. Once again the evidence indicates that

all black children in kindergarten and first grade and most white

children in these same grades perform most satisfactorily in lower

pitched keys.

Developmental Patterns in Voice Range

One of the better ways of investigating child voice range

development would be to conduct a longitudinal study of a group

of children which involved periodic measurement of each child's

vocal ability. In this manner, a systematic account of how children

develop would result. The present study, while not of the longitudinal

type, produced data which suggested specific patterns in the development

of children's voices.
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ILLUSTRATION NINE

RATINGS OF CHILDREN'S ABILITY TO SINN
WITHIN THREE SELECTED TESSATURAS

$Tessatura =

Song Title

L
Old MacDonald Pad a Farm Twinkleinkl e twinkle

in E-flatin E-flat in F

= proportion for' which ea.' sot we; best, Ind, & least best.

Kindergarten

Black boys

White boys

Best 100%
2nd -

Least -

Best 71%
2nd 11,g

Best
2nd
Least

Best
2nd

100%

17%
83%

Least 17% Least

Black girls Best 100% Best -

2nd - 2nd 100%
Least - Least -

White girls Best 55% Best 27%
2nd 18% 2nd 69%
Least 27% Least 4%

First Grade

Best 100/0 Best -Black boys
2nd - 2nd 100%
Least - Least

White boys Best 82% Best 25%
2nd 18% 2nd 69%
Least - Least 6%

Black girls Best 100% Best -

2nd - 2nd 100%
Least Least -

White girls Best 86% Best 11%
2nd 7% 2nd 89%
Least 7% Least -

Best
2nd
Least 100%

Best 23%
2nd
Least 77%

Best
2nd -

Least 100%

Best 18%
2nd
Least 82%

Best
2nd -

Least -

Best 18%
2nd -

Least 82%

Best
2nd -

Least -

Best 1.1%

2nd
Least 89%

as
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For this analysis, the data were regrouped, based on the

total number of pitches which each child accurately sang on items

1 through 7. The first group contained the data for those children

able to perform five different tones, less. It was discovered

that these pitches tended to center around two distinct and separate

pitch areas. One occurred within a range of d to f# and the

second between a and e-flat. The total number of children who

sang within one of these groups constituted over 90% of the group.

Of the remaining 10%, middle c up to f was sung by several, and

ranges of c# to g, d to third line b, and d to a- fiat' were favored

by only a few.

Next the voice ranges of those children who were able to sing

from 6 to 8 pitches were examined. This time, all children seemed

to be within, the pitch area a, or b-flat, up to f, or f#. Only

one child deviated from this pattern; singing accurately from b-flat

to g.

The third group contained the data for those children who

were able to accurately sing up to eleven pitches. The bottom

range for all but one child in this group was low a, or b-flat with

a top limit of third line b'or third space c'. It should be noted

that most children in this group evidenced an inability to sing all

the pitches within this range. The most commonly missed tones

were at and b' -flat, the general area of the "voice break" discussed

in a previous section.

The final data group included those children who could accurately
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sing twelve or more separate chromatic tones. The great majority

of these children sang in a range of Low a to third space e' or

fourth line d' with little or no evidence of a "voice break." wilily

many children in this group failed to sing all the pitches within

this area, the missed pitches did not seem to center on any

particular tones, as was the ease with the preceding group.

Based on the preceding data, the following "stages" in voice

range development may be identified for the children in this study:

Stage One: Where the typical child sings in one of two

general pitch ranges: (a) d to f#, or (b) a to

e-flat.

Stage Two: Where a common pitch range of a to f# is sung

by most children. Apparently, those who Formerly

sang in the d-f# range, developed in a downward

direction while those who sang in the a to c-flat

range developed upward.

Stage Three: Where the upper range continues to develop.

A typical child at this stage sings in the a to

e' range but shows strong evidence of loss of

control around a'or b'.

Stage Four: Where the voice break is brought under control

and the upper range is extended to fourth line d'.

See Illustration Ten.
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ILLUSTRATION TEN

STAGES IN TUE DEVELOPMENT OF ACCURACY
IN CHILDRENIS VOICE RANGE AS IDENTIFIED IN TUTS STUDY

Stage One:

Stage Two:

Stage Three:

Stage Four:

or

117= IAMMIINAMMI I
1[1111W4111Irmmimmcore.

= voice break

(no voice break)
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kindergarten children, this was not as true for first graders.

Moreover, the single pattern sung by more kindergarten children

in the minor mode (Example 12/18) was not among those sung in minor

by more first graders. In addition, the difference in the numbers

of children able to sing accurately in major or minor was not

sufficient to justify drawing conclusions from the data.

It was also noted that in several instances, children

responded in the opposite modality from that in which the criterion

was presented. Here again the evidence was somewhat inconclusive.

The change most often effected by kindergarten children was from

major to minor. On the other hand, first grade children changed

minor patterns to major in more cases. As before, the actual

differences between the number of children changing major to minor

and the number changing minor to major were too small to be

significant.

General Singing Ability - Some Observations

Some information relative to the general singing ability and

vocal development of children can .also be seen in Illustration 11.

First, a substantial number of children proved to be non-directional

singers, that is their responses did not follow the melodic direction

of the criterion item. This is not entirely surprising since .

many of the children who participated in this study were from

environments in which music was not an important factor. Further,

a large proportion of these children had received little or no

musical instruction in the schools they had attended. It was also
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noted. that the number of children in the non-directional category

was considerably smaller for first grade than for kindergarten.

This is probably due in part to the difference in maturity level

of the children but is also attributable to the fact that a much

larger proportion of the first grade students had received formal

musical instruction than had been the case with the younger group.

It will also be observed that a large number of children

scored in the 0 column. These children, although singing the

correct melodic direction, failed to accurately reproduce the

pitches in the criteria. Two types of singers are represented

in this classification. The first might be termed an out-of-tune

singer. This student will use a singing voice quality, perform

the correct melodic direction but will typically compress the intervals

in the melody. For example, item 9, which contained a major third

and a minor third, might be performed as a major second and a minor

second by the out of tune singer. If he began on the proper pitch,

he would be credited with one correct pitch. If, on the other hand

he failed to start on the proper pitch, he would sing all the pitches

of the criterion incorrectly, and receive a score of 0.

The second type of singer represented in the 0 column was

one who typically sang too low (although not in a speaking voice).

Many children responded in this manner perhaps because the range

of the criteria were beyond their vocal capabilities or perhaps

because they had not yet developed accurate pitch perception and

therefore, could not "find" the correct beginning pitch. Very often

this type of singer would respond with some or all of the correct
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intervals so that the result was actually a melodic transposition

of the criterion. Those children who were able to perform a

reasonably accurate transposed version of the criterion melody

had apparently developed their melodic perception ability beyond

the physical -capabilities of their voices to reproduce what they

heard.

An analysis of the responses of those children who accurately

reproduced some but not all of the pitches in any given

criterion revealed three principal factors at work. The first,

mentioned in a preceding paragraph was the tendency for some children

to compress the melodic intervals. Children who had this problem,

seemed to display oneor more of the following: insecurity, laziness,

or vocal range restrictions which prevented them from singing as

high, or low, as the criterion demanded.

The second factor appeared to be related to perception.

Some children seemed to hear only the most prominent features of

each melody, that is, the initial pitch, final pitch, highest, or

lowest. Thus in item 11/17 the child might sing the first, second

(also the highest) and last pitches but guess at the third, which

he probably did not accurately perceive. This same kind of problem

is sometimes encountered in language-reading and in both language

and music must be eliminated before the child can develop accurate

reading ability.

A third factor which influenced accuracy was more related to

rhythmic perception. Children with this problem would fail to hear
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the correct number of pitches in an item. Their responses would.

sometimes be delivered at the proper pitch leveljand sometimes

not depending on the influence of factors such as those discussed

in the preceding paragraphs. This problem of failure to perceive

the correct number of pitches is an elementary phase of rhythmic

development and is a prerequisite to accurate melodic development.

As might be expected, children encountered the problem more frequently

with the longer items of the test.

In summary, the children employed in this investigation were

at various stages of singing ability development. These levels,

or stages, may be identified for these children and may he true For

other groups of children displaying comparable characteristics of

age, maturity, environment, and training.

Stage One: The child in this stage of development habitually

uses his speaking voice in stead of his singing

voice. He may or may not perform the correct

melodic direction and is always characterized by

a very limited range of tones (usually 2 or 3).

Stage Two: The child at this stage of development will

normally sing in a vocal quality but will not

consistently perform the correct melodic direction.

Stage Three: This stage contains two different types or

singers. (A) The child who sings at the proper

pitch level but evidences intonation problems on

some tones. (B) Alternatively, the child at this
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stage may sing some or all ol the intervaLs

correctly but transpose the entire molody to a

more comfortable key, usually lower.

Stage Four: At this stage the child will sing most or all.

of the melody accurately and at the correct pitch

level.

PART THREE: CONCLUSION

Limitations

38

Every psychological study is subject to limitations, the

present investigation being no exception. One or the more obvious

limitations of the present study concerned the population sample.

While the number of children employed (200) was sufficient For

statistical validity, they were all drawn from a single county

in East Texas. This factor places a restriction on the possible

application of the results to children and situations in other areas.

The findings of this study may or may not be true of similar

situations in other locations.

A second limitation concerned the home environments of the

children who participated in the study. Due to various processes

of selection, over which the investigator had no control, the public

school kindergartens and the Hcadstart school contained children

from disadvantaged environments who happened to be mostly black.
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The private kindergartens, on the other hand, contained children

from homes generally considered to be advantaged and these

children were mostly white. Thus the make-up of the sample was

biased, environmentally, in favor of white chadren, at the kindergaPten

level. At the first grade level this bias was not present since

all kinds of home environments were represented in the classrooms

tested.

A third limitation concerned the amount of musical training

children had received in the various schools. At the kindergarten

level this instruction ranged all the way from a specifically

concept oriented music program, to some which included song

singing with piano accompaniment, unaccompanied singing, and a few

which had no music instruction other than some infrequent free

listening to recorded music. At the first grade level, differences

in music instruction were also present. One school provided music

classes two or three times a week and another had no music instruction

at all. These differences probably influenced to a degree some of

the findings.

In spite of these limitations, a general cross-section of

the population is represented in the sample of subjects. Some of

all environments, children with differing musical aptitudes, and

schools offering widely differing music programs were included.

To the extent that these are representative of the population of

this general area and occur in the proportions comparable to those

of the actual total population, then the findings of this study

are accurate and applicable to the general population.
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Findings

Within the limitations described, the Following Findiugs

are presented:

1 Some differences exist in children's voice range

which are identifiable with differences in sex, racial origin, and

grade level. Children were classified into eight groups for data

analysis. The maximum singing ranges of each group are shown:

4$17.

Black boys

Black boys

Kindergarten Children

&11;

White boys

0

t7
Black girls

First Grade Children

C)
°1

13. 4so. t7
White boys Black girls White girls

Based on the data, the following inferences may be made:

(A) Girls, in general, seem to possess lower pitched voices

then boys.

(B) Black children, in general, seem to possess lower

pitched voices than comparable white children.

White children, in general, have a wider singing

range than comparable black children.
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2. A commonly observed characteristic of children's

voices is the occurance of a "break", or loss of control in the

upper register. This break is most apparent in younger, or less

mature,children and seems to occur most frequently on the pitch

at.

3. Some differences also exist in the level and

extent of the accurate singing range of children. The region

within which the most accurate singing was accomplished is shown

for each group:

Black boys

0
Black boys

Kindergarten Children

kar
White boys

19-

Black girls White girls

First Grade Children

White boys Black girls

49-

White girls

4. The data from this study did not support the

contention that young children can more easily sing in minor than

in major modalities. A larger, but insignificant, number of

children seemed able to sing major melodies with accuracy than

minor.
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5. Children's voice range seems to expand in Fairly

identifiable stages. Those abserved in this study are:

Stage One:

Stage Two:

Stage Three:

Stage Four:

or

e
6. Children's singing ability also seems to develop

in levels, or stages. Those found in this study are as follows:

1. Use of the speaking
voice

2. Inconsistent melodic
direction

3-A. Sings on proper 3-B. Transposes melody
pitch level but out to a rower pitch level

1
of tune sings mostly in tune

.441N6b,
4. Sings at correct

4#$#$

pitch level and in
tune
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Conclusions

The following conclusions are based on the data. Enterpretalion

of the conclusions should be done in the light of the limitations.

1. Accurate singing (singing in tune) is important and

should be of primary concern to music teachers. To encourage

this, the majority of songs used in kindergarten and first grade

should be pitched so that their tessaturas (most frequently sung

pitches) are-within the following range.

For Kindergarten:

of*

2. The voice break does, indeed, exist in young children.

Probably the best approach is to employ song material which leaps

the voice break area and/or descends diatonically through it. Songs

should not be employed which require the child to sing diatonicaLly

upward through ne break area.

3. Teachers should be aware of the level of development

of the children in their charge and choose music appropriate for

for their specific needs.

4. Frequent observation or testing of each individual child

should be done for the purpose of ascertaining each child's rate of

development and his current status.

5. Teachers should not overlook the possibility that there

may be differences in the vocal capabilities of children from

For First Grade:
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differing racial origins, between boys and girls, and in chihIrpn

of differing ages. Materials and opportunities should be

provided so that all of these children may have the ehnnce to

succeed.



ITIffilAT I VI:

Every ch i ld has musival potent Whether this potenl

is nourished, ana developed, 01' whether it is allowed lo W i !Awl'

and even tua 1 1 y (I ss , I urge] y t111 to the nob I iv selylo I Milt; I''

teacher and 11u kinds of r.xperienees she is able to prow WI* I in' l'hc

1.t111,11 in her charge.

To elfectively teach the children or today, the tearher lined

be aware of how children develop. She must he cognizant ol the

stages of development through whirl) Lin' child. passes as Wel I as

the processes throug,h- which he learns. She must also he ;wave oi

the physical capabilities which the (Arad possesses at any given

age. Lastly, she nuts I se yet and 0114)1 oy ma terials sui ted to these

capabi.ii ties.

It is in the furtherance Cif. these understandings that the

true purpose of this, and similar research lies.
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